Hear the colors
of sound.
The new Cellion hearing instruments.
Revolutionary battery-free hearing.
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The new
Cellion.
Make the most of your day.
Welcome to the next generation in hearing aid
technology in a smart OneShell design. With
its reliable high-capacity lithium-ion power cell,
Cellion™ provides up to two days of regular use
on a single charge, so you don’t need to worry
about them running out on you unexpectedly.
Plus, inductive charging means total convenience.

Cellion

touchControl App

Charger

Enjoy life’s true sound.
Whether it’s an open-plan office, a crowded
store or a busy restaurant, wherever there’s
a high level of ambient noise, holding a
conversation requires concentration and effort.
Straining to hear voices in these situations is
tiring – a fact that even people with normal
hearing are familiar with.
Cellion tackles these challenges. Its advanced
SpeechMaster function continuously monitors
what you are listening to. It focuses automatically
on your conversation partner while reducing
unwanted voices and background noise at the
same time. You hear most clearly what you want
to hear. As a result, hearing with Cellion can be
even less straining than normal hearing. All day
long. In every situation.

Cellion hearing instruments:

Accessories for Cellion hearing instruments:

Power up your life.

Stay in control.

Forget about batteries.

Wireless functionality
for connected lifestyles.

Great design isn’t just about aesthetics – it’s
an intelligent blend of form and function.
With Cellion’s unique OneShell design, we’ve
combined both to engineer another
world’s ﬁrst: a lithium-ion hearing aid without
charging contacts.
Cellion’s rechargeable lithium-ion power cell
uses convenient wireless inductive charging
technology with no ﬁddly batteries to replace.
Just place your Cellion hearing aids in the
charger and the smart electronics take care of
the rest.
Take them out of the charger and they
automatically turn on for you. And then they
just keep going – the only hearing aids with
unlimited streaming that last up to two days
without recharging. And if you need to top up,
a 30-minute recharge will keep you going for
another seven hours!

Another masterpiece of
design from Signia –
a perfect combination
of simplicity and
performance.

High capacity power cell
Lasts 24 hours with unlimited
streaming.

The ultimate in discreet control: with the
touchControl App™* you can adjust Cellion
from your smartphone.

For complete convenience, you can control
your Cellion hearing aids and stream your TV or
stereo with easyTek™* and easyTek App™*.

For an even smaller solution, just hang
miniPocket™ on your keyring for convenient
remote control.

Your Hearing Care Professional will be happy to
advise you on the accessories and which is best
for you.

Charging
Cellion is the world’s ﬁrst hearing
aid that combines lithium-ion
technology with inductive
charging.

No battery door
Automatic on/off function while
charging and no more ﬁddling with
batteries make Cellion the easiest
hearing aid to manage.
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Cellion's range of natural colors are designed to match
a variety of hair and skin tones.
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* Compatible with Android and iOS, both apps are free of charge.

The information in this document contains general
descriptions of the technical options available, which do not
always have to be present in individual cases and are subject to
change without prior notice.
The Bluetooth word mark and logos are owned by the
Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Signia GmbH
is under license. Other trademarks and trade names are those
of their respective owners.
Android and Google Play are trademarks of Google Inc.
Apple App Store is a trademark of Apple Inc.
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